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Abstract—Batch and stream processing represent the two main
approaches implemented by big data systems such as Apache
Spark and Apache Flink. Although only stream applications are
intended to satisfy real-time requirements, both approaches are
required to meet certain response time constraints. In addi-
tion, cluster architectures continuously expand and computing
resources constitute high investments and expenses for organi-
zations. Therefore, planning required capacities and predicting
response times is crucial. In this work, we present a performance
modeling and simulation approach by using and extending the
Palladio component model. We predict performance metrics of
batch and stream applications and its underlying processing
systems by the example of Apache Spark on Apache Hadoop.
Whereas most related work concentrates on one specific process-
ing technique and focuses on the metric response time, we propose
a general approach and consider the utilization of resources as
well. In different experiments we evaluated our approach using
applications and data workloads of the HiBench benchmark suite.
The results indicate accurate predictions for upscaling cluster
sizes as well as workloads with errors less than 18%.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of big data systems enabled organizations to

store and process data with high volume, variety and velocity

[1]. The Apache Hadoop family and the MapReduce paradigm

paved the way for big data applications to be implemented

in various areas across all industries [2], [3]. Whereas these

technologies were first designed to run on commodity hard-

ware, frameworks such as Apache Spark arose and increased

the performance of long-running applications. Their primary

focus is to process a historical set of data in batches. Since

there was also a need to analyze emerging data as they arrive,

stream processing systems such as Apache Storm and Spark

Streaming were developed in recent years.

The performance in terms of metrics such as response

time, throughput, and resource utilization is a crucial aspect

for both types of applications and depends on a variety of

factors [4]. It is vital, but also complicated to estimate the

behavior and evaluate the impact of different scenarios such

as changing data workload and resources [5]. When deploying

a big data application from a test to a production environment,

for instance, data scientists are confronted with the challenge

on how to size resource capacities in order to guarantee certain

response times. Performance models represent an established

way in order to address these challenges [6]. They depict

software systems, analytical solve or simulate their behavior,

and predict different metrics [7]. Regarding big data appli-

cations, however, most related approaches focus on specific

technologies (i.e., MapReduce) and processing types (i.e.,

batch). Furthermore, most efforts only consider the response

time of applications in their approaches leaving out demands

for resources. We propose and contribute a modeling and

simulation approach for batch and stream processing systems

by the example of Apache Spark. It includes resource demands

and allows for predicting response times as well as resource

utilization. Therefore, we use and extend the Palladio com-

ponent model (PCM), a model designed for component-based

software systems that represents performance-influencing fac-

tors on architecture-level [8]. Our extension and approach

allows for simulating parallel operations as well as distributing

them on a cluster of hardware resources. It supports big data

architects to plan required capacities and examine the perfor-

mance behavior under different conditions such as changing

data workload.

In this paper, we first describe related literature in Section

II. In Section III, we give an overview of batch and stream

processing by the example of Apache Spark. Afterwards, we

describe our modeling and simulation approach in Section

IV. In Section V, we assess the prediction accuracy of our

approach and outline assumptions and limitations. Finally, we

conclude our work and describe future activities in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of the former related work concentrates on the MapRe-

duce paradigm or complementary database technologies such

as Apache Hive or HBase. Many approaches also focus on

the metric response time and do not consider resource de-

mands and utilizations. Vianna et al. [9] present a hierarchical

model which combines a precedence graph mode as well

as a queuing network model to predict the response time

of MapReduce applications. They specifically focus on the

intra-job synchronization delays between map and reduce

tasks. Verma et al. [10] present a framework to predict the

response time of MapReduce applications before migrating

to a different cluster with different hardware. Therefore, they
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use micro-benchmarks on the initial cluster and a regression-

based approach to model hardware differences between the

initial and new cluster. Zhang et al. [11] present a framework

including a platform performance model to depict different

phases of a MapReduce application and predict the execution

time in dependence on a new data set. For their approach they

apply the model of the ARIA framework by Verma et al. [10].

Barbierato et al. [12] developed a language for the descrip-

tion of performance models which includes MapReduce appli-

cations. The approach allows to predict the response time. As

main component the model uses the SQL-like query language

of Apache Hive. Ardagna et al. [13] proposed approaches

to estimate response times of Hive requires. Therefore, they

presented multiple performance analysis models with increas-

ing complexity and accuracy such as queueing networks and

stochastic well formed nets. Lehrig [14] proposes an early

design-time scalability/elasticity analysis of Software-as-a-

Service (Saas) applications using architectural templates for

Palladio. They plan to enrich it by big data technologies on the

data layer such as replicable NoSQL databases and a MapRe-

duce programming model. One general approach to model the

behavior of batch applications is proposed by Castiglione et

al. [15]. They use Markovian agents and mean field analysis

to predict the behavior of concurrent interactive cloud, batch,

and time constrained applications. However, they focus on

cloud infrastructures and evolution dynamics of applications

rather than on predicting performance metrics. Niemann [16]

present another approach to predict the performance and

energy consumption of Apache Cassandra, a distributed data

management system. They use queueing Petri nets for various

workload as well as cluster sizes.

As part of the DICE EU project, Casale et al. [17] propose

a model-driven engineering for quality assurance of data-

intensive software systems concentrating on Apache Hadoop,

NoSQL databases, and stream processing (i.e., Apache Storm).

Their approach aims at simulation, verification, and optimiza-

tion for big data applications. The models contain three dif-

ferent model layers including a platform-independent model,

a technology-specific model and a deployment-specific model

[18]. Gómez et al. [19] also propose a strategy to transform

the models into stochastic Petri nets. It shall enable engineers

to asses performance requirements and they are currently

validating their approach. For Apache Spark, Wang and Khan

[5] propose a simulation-driven prediction model that focuses

on estimating response times. They also include read and write

operations for hard disk drives (HDD) and the allocation of

memory. Venkataraman et al. [20] presented the framework

Ernest for predicting the performance for analytical jobs using

e.g., Apache Spark based on a optimal experiment design.

Therefore, they predict the response time of applications ins

dependence of the number of cluster nodes.

Regarding stream processing, there is one patent by Ginis

and Strom [21] that describes a method on predicting the per-

formance of publish-subscribe middleware messaging systems

using queueing theory that, however, does not take resource

demands for CPU, memory, or hard disk drives into account.

III. BIG DATA APPLICATIONS AND SYSTEMS

There is a huge variety of big data solutions available that

use different computing techniques [22]. In the following, we

give an overview over batch and stream processing systems

by the example of Apache Spark.

A. Batch Processing

Batch applications are designed to process a huge amount

of historical data in a distributed and parallel way [22]. The

Apache Spark framework is example for such applications

and introduces so called resilient distributed datasets (RDDs)

to keep and reuse data in memory. RDDs are parallel data

structures to store intermediate results in memory and offer

coarse-grained operations that can be applied on them [23].

An application is executed by forming a distributed acyclic

graph (DAG) based on associated operations and grouping

them into stages of tasks. A stage chains up operations with

narrow dependencies in case a shuffle is not required [23]. The

number of tasks of one stage depends on the number of RDD

partitions. Stages are executed successively and constitute

one job. One or more sequential jobs compose one Spark

application. The application is orchestrated by one context,

which runs in the main process called the driver program.

It is responsible for allocating executors to worker nodes as

well as scheduling tasks of an application on executors. An

executor is a process that runs tasks in parallel. An application

has always its own executors assigned in order to be isolated

from other applications [24].

B. Stream Processing

For applications that require to continuously analyze huge

volumes of live data with low latency, stream processing

systems are specialized for this purpose [22]. There are mainly

two approaches - one mini-batch model and one continuous

operator-based model [25], [26]. The former divides data

streams into mini-batches and allows for batch processing,

whereas the latter fetches and processes each record (e.g.,

Apache Flink) [25]. Apache Spark provides an extension

module called Spark Streaming to apply the mini-batch model

on data streams and reuse its core functionality. Therefore,

Spark introduces discretized streams (DStreams). They allow

for representing stream computations as a series of batch

computations on mini-batch intervals and are represented as

an ordered series of RDDs - one RDD for each interval

[26]. Starting point of the data processing workflow is an

input data stream that may be partitioned to increase parallel

computing. Spark Streaming receives incoming data from such

a stream source using a DStream and creates one RDD for each

interval with the same amount of partitions as the input stream.

Afterwards, transformations such as map or reduce operations

can be applied on a DStream and RDD, respectively. As

before, Spark builds a DAG based on related operations and

splits these into stages of tasks. In contrast to batch processing,

one job is created for each mini-batch. Jobs are continuously

executed sequentially and always contain the same set of

stages and tasks.
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IV. MODELING AND SIMULATION APPROACH

This section first describes the extension for PCM. After-

wards, the derivation of the models and resource demands is

outlined for batch applications followed by stream applica-

tions. Subsequently, the specification of cluster resources is

described as well as the representation of data workloads.

A. Extending the Palladio Component Model

PCM enables engineers to describe performance relevant

factors of software architectures [7]. It is implemented using

the Eclipse Modeling Framework and consists of several mod-

els [8]. Software interfaces and components are specified in

the repository model. Components provide the implementation

for signatures of interfaces. Therefore, they contain a service

effect specification (SEFF) in which the activities such as

parametric resource demands and external calls of signatures

are modeled. In the resource environment model, network

and hardware resources are specified. The allocation model

allows for deploying components on resources. The usage and

workload is specified in the usage model.

In previous work, we already modeled and simulated big

data applications [27], [28]. Since PCM was not developed to

support distributed and parallel computing as well as cluster

architectures, we propose two meta-model extensions [29]. A

DistributedCallAction is added to the SEFF meta-model. It

extends the ExternalCallAction that is used to invoke a remote

signature of a required service. The DistributedCallAction
includes two variables totalForkCount and simultaneousFork-
Count. These specify the total number of executions of a re-

mote signature call and the level of parallelism. Both variables

can be specified using parametric dependencies . Furthermore,

a ClusterResourceSpecification is introduced to complement

a ResourceContainer. A ResourceContainer may represent a

physical or virtual machine that hosts resources (e.g., CPU).

The ClusterResourceSpecification contains two variables to

reference a ResourceRole and a SchedulingPolicy. A Re-
sourceRole is used to describe whether a ResourceContainer
represents a cluster, a master or a worker. A SchedulingPolicy
is used to describe how actions are distributed on a cluster.

For simulating models, PCM applies model to text (M2T)

transformations to generate code that is used by the simulation

framework SimuCom [8]. We reuse existing Palladio concepts

to implement the M2T transformation of the Distributed-
CallAction as the following algorithm demonstrates.

1: forks {array of length simultaneousForkCount}
2: actionsPerForkCount ← totalForkCount/simultan

eousForkCount
3: for i← 0, simultaneousForkCount do
4: actions {array of length actionsPerForkCount}
5: for j ← 0, actionsPerForCountk do
6: actions[j] = createExternalCallAction
7: end for
8: forks[i] = actions
9: end for

10: return forks

PCM supports modeling parallel calls of signatures from

required services by using an ExternalCallAction inside a

so-called ForkedBehavior. First, we create an array forks of

type ForkedBehavior with length simultaneousForkCount. The

parallel actions (or calls) per fork (actionsPerForkCount) are

calculated by dividing totalForkCount by simultaneousFork-
Count. We fill each index of the array forks with an array

called actions. This array consists of ExternalCallActions ac-

cording to the number of actionsPerForkCount. For example,

if totalForkCount equals eight and simultaneousForkCount
equals two, there will be two ForkedBehaviors and each will

contain four consecutive ExternalCallActions.

For the ClusterResourceSpecification and its components,

we implemented corresponding Java classes in the scheduler

and SimuCom plugin of PCM. We also adapted the existing

implementation of a simulated resource container to apply

the scheduling of calls (i.e., round robin) on nested resource

containers.

B. Modeling Batch Applications

We compose our components in the repository model

similar to the DAG of an application, in this case Spark’s

DAG. We specify one application component as a starting

point. It includes input parameters for the number of files,

the size of one file, the default block size, and the number of

executors. We model job components according to the number

of Spark jobs. They are invoked sequentially by the application

component with the same input parameters. Similarly, we

model stage components corresponding with the number of

Spark stages for each job. They are called sequentially by

each job component and also receive the same parameters.

For each stage, we model one associated task component

that will be invoked multiple times in parallel for which we

use a DistributedCallAction [29]. Therefore, we model the

first stage and the number of task executions different from

the remaining stages. For the first stage, the number of task

executions depends on the number of RDD partitions since

input files are read from the storage layer. Spark will create

a RDD for each input file and each RDD involves as many

partitions as data blocks and splits, respectively. We use the

above mentioned input parameters to specify the number of

tasks and blocks nblock as the sum of data blocks for all files.

In order to calculate the blocks for one file, we divide the size

of a file xfile by the default block size xblock and take the

ceiling in case there is a remainder (x ∈ N>0).

nblock =

nfiles∑

i=1

�xi,file ÷ xblock� (1)

Furthermore, the input size for tasks of the first stage

either match the default block size of the storage layer or

the remainder split. Therefore, we specify a branch to include

both cases and determine the probability pdefaultSplit for a

default block by dividing the amount of default blocks by the

total amount of blocks.
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pdefaultSplit =

∑nfiles

i=1 �xi,file ÷ xblock�
nblock

(2)

In contrast to the first stage, the data input for subsequent

stages equals the output set of predecessor stages. We model

these as a percentage of the dataset of the predecessor.

Consequently, we do not need to specify two branches unlike

for the first stage, but can directly call the task component.

Additionally, the total number of tasks for subsequent stages

depends on a fixed value configured by application developers.

Since the configurable number of cores constitutes the limiting

factor for concurrent tasks on a Spark executor, we specify

an additional infrastructure component to model a pool of

available cores. The component contains two SEFFs to acquire

as well as release one core. In order to finally execute a

task, a core must be acquired first and released after the

task execution. The SEFF of the task component includes

two consecutive resource demands, one for delay and one for

CPU. In this work, we do not consider HDD demands and

concentrate on CPU.

In order to estimate the function of the CPU demand, we

profiled applications using the Java Management Extension

(JMX) on the Java virtual machine of each Spark executor.

We aggregated the CPU measurements of operations originat-

ing from org.apache.hadoop.net.unix.DomainSocketWatcher.-
run for each stage during the application lifetime. We divided

the combined measurements by the number of tasks of each

stage to get the intercept of the function. In the same way,

we transformed measurements for operations called by org.-
apache.spark.scheduler.Task.run. We additionally divided the

latter value by the mean block size of the underlying dataset

in order to the derive the slope of the function in dependence

of the data size.

Regarding the delay demand, we used the Spark monitoring

interface of the history server to calculate the mean response

time of each task of a stage. We then subtracted the CPU

demand per task to derive the delay. The monitoring interface

also provides several metrics by itself. Although we also

experimented to incorporate these metrics, the approach we

described delivered more accurate prediction results for CPU

and response time.

C. Modeling Stream Applications

The repository model for stream applications is also kept

similar to the DAG of a Spark Streaming application as well

as to our approach for batch applications. We model one

application component as a starting point, which is intended

to be triggered for each mini-batch interval. In contrast to the

batch approach, we do not specify parameters in dependence

on data sizes (i.e., megabytes), but in dependence on records.

Therefore, the application component includes parameters for

the number of records, the number of partitions of the data

stream, and the number of executors. Since Spark Streaming

creates one and the same job for each mini-batch, we create

one job component. It is invoked by the application component

using an asynchronous ForkedBehavior. In this way, the ap-

plication component does not wait until the job component is

finished and can be continuously triggered in time. According

to the number of Spark stages, we model stage components

that are called sequentially by the job component.

For each stage, we model one task component that will

be invoked multiple times in parallel using a Distributed-
CallAction [29]. Similar to the batch approach, we model the

first stage and the number of task executions different from

the remaining stages. The initial number of stream partitions

defines the number of RDD partitions and, therefore, the

number of task executions for the first stage. For subsequent

stages, a fixed value is used as parameter since it can be

configured by engineers in the application configuration. The

record input for subsequent stages equals the output set of

predecessor stages. As before, we model these as a percentage

of the dataset of the predecessor. For all stages, the final task

will be invoked after a core is acquired, which will be released

afterwards. Therefore, we also specify an infrastructure com-

ponent to acquire and release available cores. The SEFF of

the task component includes one delay demand and one for

CPU demand. Both demands are calculated as for the batch

approach but in dependence of the number of records.

D. Modeling Cluster Resources

In the resource environment model, we specify one parent

ResourceContainer and multiple nested ResourceContainer
depending on the number of workers. All containers are

connected to a network via a LinkingResource. For each

ResourceContainer, we model a ClusterResourceSpecification.

For the parent ResourceContainer, we set a MASTER role and

a ROUND ROBIN policy. For the nested ResourceContainer,

we configured a WORKER role. Additionally, processing re-

sources (e.g., CPU) are added for each nested container.

E. Modeling Data Workload

The data workload is modeled in the usage model. For

batch applications, the application component is invoked with

four parameters. They specify the number of files that shall

be processed, the size of each file, the default block size

of the storage layer, and the number of Spark executors. A

closed workload is used without any think time and with a

population of one since there shall only one application to be

executed. For stream applications, the SEFF of the application

component is called with three parameters describing the

sum of records within the stream interval, the number of

stream partitions, and the number of Spark executors. Since

the amount of records usually deviates slightly (e.g., due to

network circumstances), a normal distribution was used to

address this factor. We also specify a closed workload with a

population of one. However, the think time is used to represent

the time of mini-batch intervals. The application component

is continuously invoked after the think time has elapsed.
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V. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate our approach we used the HiBench

benchmark suite1 to run sample applications in a test envi-

ronment [30]. Afterwards, we modeled and simulated these

applications for selected scenarios and compared the mea-

sured and simulated response time and CPU utilization. We

conducted four different scenarios - one upscaling scenario re-

garding cluster size and one upscaling scenario regarding data

workload for batch as well as for stream processing each. In

the subsequent Subsections, we describe our test environment

setup, the evaluation of the batch scenarios followed by the

stream scenarios.

A. Test Environment Setup

The hardware environment includes five IBM System

X3755M3 servers, each consisting of four CPU sockets, 48

cores at 2.1 GHz in total, and 256 gigabyte (GB) random

access memory (RAM). Each server is connected to a storage

area network via Fibre Channel allowing for 8 gigabit per

second (GBit/s). IBM System Storage EXP3512 is used for

storing data. We virtualized each server using the VMware

ESXi (5.1.0) hypervisor. We configured eight cores and 36 GB

RAM for each virtualized machine (VM). On four servers, we

allocated four VMs each that are used as worker nodes. On

the remaining server, we allocated two VMs. One is used as

master node and one for managing the cluster and initiating

the benchmark applications. The following software is used

on the VMs:

• CentOS Linux, 7.2.1511

• Oracle JDK, 1.8.0 60

• Apache Ambari, 2.4.2.0

• Hortonworks Data Platform, 2.5.3.0-37

• HiBench Suite, 6.0

Regarding HDFS we kept the default configurations includ-

ing a replication factor of three and a data block size of 128

megabytes (MB). For YARN, we configured 26 GB and six

virtual cores (vCores) per container, for Spark executors 22

GB as well as six cores.

B. Evaluating Batch Applications

We used the word count application of HiBench. It parses

a set of input data and counts the appearance of each word

[30]. We conducted four upscaling experiments regarding

cluster nodes and, similarly, four regarding data workload.

Therefore, we created one base repository model for the

application. This model including its resource demands is used

for all batch experiments. According to each experiment, the

resource environment model and the usage model is adjusted.

In order to evaluate the prediction accuracy of our approach,

we consider the metrics response time and CPU utilization.

For the simulation, we captured the simulated mean response

time (SMRT) as well as the simulated mean CPU utilization

(SMCPU) across the cluster. For the benchmark measure-

ments, the applications were executed three times for each

1https://github.com/intel-hadoop/HiBench

experiment and the measured mean response time (MMRT)

as well as the measured mean CPU utilization (MMCPU) on

user-level were calculated. The former is derived from the

Spark monitoring API, the latter from the Ambari Metrics

System. The results for all batch experiments are listed in

Table I and the corresponding response times are illustrated in

Figure 1.

TABLE I
MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION RESULTS FOR BATCH APPLICATIONS

Cluster Workload Response time [milliseconds] CPU utilization
nodes [gigabyte] MMRT SMRT RTPE MMCPU SMCPU CPUPE

4 28.72 104,599 103,218 1.32% 61.24% 61.95% 1.16%
8 28.72 68,205 62,233 8.76% 53.06% 55.77% 5.10%
12 28.72 54,984 52,632 4.28% 47.21% 47.5% 0.62%
16 28.72 50,140 47,181 5.90% 40.31% 42.18% 4.65%
16 57.36 74,657 69,583 6.80% 48.87% 48.22% 1.33%
16 86.08 101,675 93,292 8.24% 51.11% 49.66% 2.84%
16 114.72 119,977 122,740 2.30% 55.62% 52.07% 6.38%
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Fig. 1. Response times for batch applications

The starting experiment with four nodes resulted in a

MMRT of 104,599 milliseconds (ms) and a SMRT of 103,218

ms leading to a relative response time prediction error (RTPE)

of 1.32%. The MMCPU amounts to 61.24%, whereas the

SMCPU lies at 61.95%, which gives a relative CPU utilization

prediction error (CPUPE) of 1.16%. We resized the amount

of nodes up to 16 nodes. Throughout, RTPE and CPUPE

remained relatively low and were at most 8.76% and 5.10%

both for the eight node scenario. On a cluster of 16 nodes,

we additional increased the data workload. Similarly, we

approximately resized the dataset by factors two, three, and

four. Here, the RTPE was highest for a workload of 86.08 GB

(8.24%), while the CPUPE deviated at most for 114.72 GB

(6.38%).

Our approach showed to deliver relative prediction errors

no more than 10% for both batch scenarios. While we slightly

overestimated the CPU utilization values in the first scenario,

we slightly underestimated them for the second scenario.

Regarding response time, the prediction values were little

lower than the measurement values in both scenarios except

for one case.
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C. Evaluating Stream Applications

We likewise used a word count application from the Hi-

Bench benchmark suite. The application involves stateful

operators as well as checkpoints and acknowledgements. The

application repeatedly fetches data from Kafka in a configured

time interval of five seconds. We configured the environment

so Kafka as well as Spark run exclusively on VMs. During

the experiments, we adapted the number of Kafka brokers

according to the number of Spark workers. Similarly, we

adapted the number of Kafka partitions to always have six

partitions on each Kafka broker to allow for optimal parallel

processing of Spark (i.e., one partition per core [31]). For our

experimental results, we run the benchmark application and

captured performance measurements for ten minutes leaving

a ramp-up and ramp-down phase of five minutes.

We conducted four upscaling experiments regarding the

cluster and four regarding data workload. Similar to the

batch experiments, we derived a repository model including

resource demands from the starting experiment and used this

model for all simulations. The results are illustrated in Table

II and the response times in Figure 2. For an interval of

five second, the MMRT for the starting experiment is 3,006

ms and 31.81% MMCPU. The SMRT resulted in 3,029 ms

and the SMCPU in 33.29%, which gives a RTPE of 1.21%

and a CPUPE of 4.65%. With additional nodes, the relative

prediction errors increased for both metrics and were at most

for eight nodes (a scaling factor of four compared to the

starting experiment). Here, the RTPE results in 17.02% and

the CPUPE 13.43%. With increasing data workload, the RTPE

and CPUPE decreased. In these experiments, we were not able

to scale the workload by factor four since the input data could

not be processed within the five second interval. While the

SMCPU is constantly slightly lower than the MMCPU and

the CPUPE behaves consistently, the SMRT is slightly too

low for the last experiment as the MMRT increases abruptly.

We conducted multiple experiments to further investigate the

response time behavior of the application. We observed that

the response times tend to rise rapidly as they converge to the

time interval. Our prediction results still showed to provide

accurate results with relative errors around 17% [32].

Our extension2 as well as our models, simulation results,

and measurements results are publicly available online3.

TABLE II
MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION RESULTS FOR STREAM APPLICATIONS

Cluster Workload Response time [milliseconds] CPU utilization
nodes [events/second] MMRT SMRT RTPE MMCPU SMCPU CPUPE

2 100,000 3,066 3,029 1.21% 31.81% 33.29% 4.65%
4 100,000 2,363 2,515 6.43% 20.89% 19.91% 4.69%
6 100,000 2,124 2,358 11.02% 17.02% 15.44% 9.28%
8 100,000 1,956 2,289 17.02% 15.26% 13.21% 13.43%
8 150,000 2,754 2,820 2.40% 17.55% 16.16% 7.92%
8 200,000 3,296 3,350 1.64% 20.43% 19.10% 6.51%
8 250,000 4,614 3,880 15.91% 22.79% 22.04% 3.29%

2http://git.fortiss.org/pmwt/bd.pcm.extension
3http://pmw.fortiss.org/research/ieee-mascots/
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Fig. 2. Response times for stream applications

D. Assumptions and Limitations

In our experiments, we allocated one Spark executor on

each node. It is also possible to size less cores and memory

for spark executors and to allow for deploying multiple ones

on one node. Although we are also able to model and simulate

these scenarios, we did not evaluate such a case. We also

evaluated our experiments in an exclusive cluster in which no

other applications were running in parallel and using any CPU,

HDD, or network. Regarding our modeling approach, we spec-

ified the input of a subsequent Spark stage probabilistically in

dependence on the output data of a previous stage. Therefore,

our prediction error will increase, if the properties of the initial

underlying data set change significantly. Furthermore, Heinrich

et al. (2016) [33] discuss current problems such as modeling

data structures and continuous data flows, but also potential

solutions in modeling big data using Palladio.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented an approach to model and

simulate the performance behavior of batch as well as stream

processing systems by the example of Apache Spark. There-

fore, we extended PCM to represent resource clusters and

distributed and parallel operations. This included a M2T trans-

formation to generate corresponding simulation code and an

adaption of the simulation platform SimuCom. We evaluated

the approach by using sample applications of the HiBench

benchmark suite. We conducted upscaling scenarios for cluster

sizes as well as data workload both by factor four. Afterwards,

we compared simulation with measurements values. The re-

sults suggest accurate predictions for response times and CPU

utilization. For batch applications, the relative prediction error

was at most 8.76% for response time and 6.38% for CPU

utilization, for stream applications 17.03% and 13.43%.

Currently, we are experimenting with applying our approach

for stream processing systems that implement an operator-

based model. We also intend to represent resource demands for

HDD. Furthermore, we plan to automatically derive models

and resource demands for big data applications based on

measurements. This shall support performance engineers by

omitting the manual creation of models and ease the usage of

our approach.
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